Now offering
“Get It Now”
Services
52 million open access articles and open educational
resources, one comprehensive index—at your
fingertips in a matter of clicks.
SirsiDynix is thrilled to announce a brand-new partnership
with Copyright Clearance Center (CCC). Through this
exciting collaboration, CloudSource+ delivers intuitive
discovery for open content and licensed resources, and
seamlessly integrates with CCC’s Get It Now service to
offer on-demand access to additional content that is not
already open or licensed by the library. Used by libraries
across the country, Get It Now is an innovative article
delivery service providing fulfillment for tens of millions
of full-text articles from over 19,000 leading journals in an
instant.

Discover
How can you and your patrons begin leveraging all
CloudSource+ and CCC Get It Now have to offer? Within
CloudSource+, simply search for and identify the article of
your choice. The CloudSource+ smart linking technology
will offer one-click access to full text for open content
if it is available. If not, then it will check for a licensed
version and offer seamless linking. If neither is available,
CloudSource+ checks for a Get It Now version and will
automatically offer an “On Demand” option. Simply enter
your email address, accept the terms and conditions,
and in minutes you’ll receive an email with a link to the
high-quality, full-text PDF of the article.

From CloudSource+, search for the article of your choice.

If unavailable through open source or the library’s subscriptions,
CloudSource+ checks for a Get It Now version and offers it as
“On Demand”.

Accept the terms and conditions, and a link to the high-quality,
full-text PDF of the article will be delivered to your inbox.

FEATURES
Savings, Analytics, and Access

Support

This fully integrated functionality doesn’t just save time,
however; it saves the library money. Traditional discovery
platforms favor licensed content and show OA versions
only if the library has a subscription to a journal’s full text
or index records. CloudSource+ indexes the global body
of OA content with daily updates—allowing the library to
treat open content as a primary source. For databases
with high OA overlap and those with no-use or low-use,
Get It Now can act as a “safety net” by offering on-demand
access to these resources. With the Get It Now dashboard,
staff and administrators can easily manage and track
article purchase spending and generate real-time usage
reports.

As subscription costs rise and as those who require
immediate access to scholarly articles shift increasingly
to remote work, CloudSource+ is committed to
equipping both library staff and patrons with the tools
they need to not only navigate—but get ahead in—this
ever-changing landscape.

Patrons, meanwhile, enjoy around-the-clock access to the
content they need, the moment they need it.

Find out more about how CloudSource+ and Get It
Now can revolutionize your approach to discovery by
attending one of our weekly Deep Dive presentations or
informational webinars. Visit CloudSourceOA.com and
click the Webinars link at the top of the page, or contact
the CloudSource sales team by emailing
sales@CloudSourceOA.com.
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